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Classes To Be Cancelled
when classes were canceled for
one hour to observe the
dedication of the- University.

By Kerry Faunce

Classes have been canceled

Jan. 31 for one hour beginning at
11 a.m., for the homecoming
parade and pep rally.
Other developments include
the addition of prizes to be
awarded to winners on activities
day and a "Secret Spirit"
professor who will be giving
away $10 bills.

6
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This class cancellation is the
second to be declared in FTU's
history. The first was in 1968,

Winners of the skill games on
Pegasus Day will receive a
Credit (a monetary unit used in
"Star Trek") for each game won.
Bookstore gift certificates for
$25, $15, and $10 will be awarded
to the persons with the most
Credits.
Door and costume prizes will
also be presented at the RHA
"Star Trek" dance and to the
winners of the Mr. Legs and Ms.

opoopgogoopgotppp·opoopoppppoppppppppopoopoooo

FTU
Homecoming·

Biceps contests. ·
Organization awards will be
presented to the groups entering
the "best float" and "theme
float" and having the most spirit
at the pep rally. A fourth prize
will b~ g~~en _to the "outstandin~
orgamzat1on;" based on zoo fund
raising,
participation
in
homecoming activities and
overall spirit.

1975
CONTESTS BEGIN:
-Basketball Sweetheart
-Mr. Legs
-Ms. Biceps

The
final
addition
'to
HOlllecoming '75 is the "Secret .
Spirit" professor of staff member
who will be giving $10 to any
student who greets him with the
words "beat Rollins."

Wednesday:

. . . . ._.,..4lrj1FjlF••••••111111111u ·

PEGASUS DAY (VC GREEN ( 9-3
COCO'S MUSICAL COMIX (VC GREEN) 11-1
FASHION SHOW
COLOR (FTU EMBLEM DAY) DAY
Wear Black & Gold
CAMPUS PARADE 11: 00
PEP RALLY 11: 30 (VC GREEN)
Chamber Singers 12-12: 45
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Movie: EXECUTIVE ACTION
8:00p.m. (VCAR)
Basketball Game: FTUvs. Univ. of West Fla s·oop m
(WPHS)
.
. .
. .
PEGASUS PUB 9-12 (MPR) SANDY VALLEY BOYS
Saturday:
OFF-CAMPUS PARADE - Winter Park
Basketball Game: FTUvs. Rollins College 8:00 (WPHS)"
Basketb?ll

AGTION l_
n itiates Program
.

By Vicki Blanchfield

Beginning April 1, FTU hopes
to off er a federally · funded
volunteer program to students,
which will enable them to spend
one year in fulltime assistance to
the community's aging poor,
while receiving full academic
· credit.
The new program , University '
Year for Action <UYA) was
developed in 1971 by ACTLON, a
government agency created by
Congress to unite all federal
volunteer agencies into one single
effort devoted to making life
better for people in the world.
The Peace Corps., Score and
Vista, are also affiliated with
ACTION.

.,

Dr. Ronald Newell. dirctor of
Continuing Education, said that
FTU is the first school in Florida
to receive a planning grant from
ACTION .
He explained further, "The
primary purpose of UY A is to
give service to disadvantaged or
poverty-stricken persons.
Our target group is the 16-18,000
residents of Orange and Seminole
Counties who are over 60 years of
age and live below county
poverty guidelines .''

"Job placement is based on
reinforcing
the
individual
student's major."
"Students participate in
fulltime Vista-type ~ctivities and
fit such field service within their
overall study programs."
Clifford Pratt.
a program
consultant who is coordinating
FTU's UY A planning, stated that
although there are no definite
commitments presently, "we
have four agencies in the area
that we are hoping will cooperate
with us ."
UYA will not be limited to any
particular major at FTU, but
some will be more easily adapted
to the program than others.
Newll commented that, "while
this is a social service opportunity, it's not exclusively for
social workers. We would like to
see as many different majors
invoJved as possible."

Students are not asked to take
classroom courses -during their
year of community service but
they are sometimes asked to keep
daily logs, attend seminars, read
. relevant books or articles , write
reports, and engage in similar
assignments.

Newel termed the program
"experience learning", and
expanded on its operation.

Individual job benefits include:
$150 monthly pay (most of which
_ is nontaxable), a paid two-week
acation, and complete medical
and life insurance.

"UY A is a government
financed anti-poverty prograQl
staffed by volunteers who are
receiving full academic credit
toward their degrees . Students
are assigned to work through
outside agencies called "field
stations" , for one full year ."

Pratt cited another benefit
rendered
to
participating
students, "It enables them to test
their career objectives and gain
field experience. UYA offers
them a chance to discover , in a
practical way, what happens out
in the worlri "

Cooperating agencies will also
reap benefits from the UY A
program , in the form of increased manpower . Students will
assist the agencies to solve the
pressing problems facing the
elderly P?Or in our community,
thereby mcreasing the service
capacities available from each
agen«y.
Pratt said that the program is
designed to attract older persons
to return to school to pursue a
course of study, and although an
effort will be made to recruit as
many students in Ehe 40-60 age
bracket as possible, all interested
students are encouraged to apply
for consideration, by contacting
the office for Continuing
Education, extension 2124:
A formal UYA drive will begin
on February 1, with student
recruitment booths located
around campus, and radio and
television publicity. Interviews
will be set up for interested in dividuals and medical records
must be presentPd .
There are program openings
for 20-30 students, and final
selections will be administered
by Dr. Newell, Mr. Pratt, and the
Advisory Committee of UYA in
Atlanta, in cooperation with the
department o( the student's
major.
UY A was instituted at ten
colleges and universities across
the country, in the autumn of
1971. Now there are more than 40
schools
_ extending
this
educational opportunity .
Nc>wt-11 contended, "This
ACTION program is a conscious
attempt to tie community work
with the University. There will be
problems, but we're trying '
remain optimistic right now :'

Sweetheart
Crowned
.
- CARCADETOFTU
RHA "Star Trek'? DANCE 9-1 (MPR).

.

Complex Funds Cut
By Bill Squitieri

The seating capacity for the
gymnasium in the new education •
complex has been cut from 6,500
seats to 2,600 due to inflation and
limited resources.
Formulated and approved in
1971, the original plans called for
some of the 6,500 seats to be
theater type with cushioning.
Retractable bleacher seats will
now be used.
The money originally appropriated would have been
sufficient for construction in 1971.
Since 1971 however, the cost of
materials has skyrocketed and
the cost of labor has gone· up but
the amount funded for the project
· has remained the same .
This is a problem 'familiar to all
of us. With the ·rise in the cost of
livi!lg and our income not rising
quite as fast, we have to stretch
our dollars as far as we can.
"There is not much we can do
about it; we will make the best of
it." said Oswaldo Garcia, the
campus planner .
Garcia said the total footage of
the complex has been cut ·by
some 40 per cent. He continued
that the only way to get the
educational complex as it is now
was to justify the academic needs
to the board of regents in
Tallahassee . · ·
Garcia also said that the
complex will still !\ave the
original facilities planned, but it
simply won 't be as large as
originally planned, in an effort to
stretch the funds. He addE'd that
there may be an extension of the
outside sports facilities now in
use.

Dr. John W. Powell, chairman
of the physical education
department and director of the
athletics departmenJ would have
liked to have seen the original
larger sized complex built. He
agrees that there is not very
much we can do about it.
The complex is to be a functional teaching facility, which
will consist of a classroom
building , a gymnasium and a
multi-purpose room.
The classroom building, to be
used by the college of education
will be primarily for student~
learning to become teachers.
Some of the facilities will include
teaching laboratories , listening
studios for those interested in
music and of course regular
c.lassrooms.
The gymnasium will have
basketball courts and tennis
courts with adjacent locker
rooms . The gymnasium may be
used as a rallying point for
basketball games, for dances,
concerts, registration , and
possibly graduation ceremonies.
In the multi-purpose room will
be a wrestling area, first aid
station. physical therapy rooms
and a whirlpool bath. Dances and
of course many other activities
could also be held here.
All three buildings will be
enclosed in one structure.
Ari architectural firm from
Titusville, Lemon & Meginson,
has designed the complex.
Garcia and Powell are confident that bidding for the construction will be in early
February . Construction may
begin in March or April and may
take as long as 12 to 18 months to
complete.

.1'a~l' ~ -
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Library Photography Exhibit
•

The exhibit currently on
display in the library lobby shows
just how far photography has
com<.' in less than 150 years.
f
The antique cameras and old
photos come from the personal ·
collections of Charles Wellman,
associate professor of art and
Lorran Meares, coordinator of
Instructional Media <IM).
In addition, two collections
belonging to IM were contributed
by C.H. DeForest of Orlando and
Rose Ann Spencer of Tampa
B.oth professional and amateur •
photographers can appreciate
the display, Meares said, even

though it contains nothing extremely rare.
The presentation shows some
of the early common techniques
and processes the photographer
had to perform for a picture.
The exhibit traces the history
of photography from the early
"camera obscura'', then the only
way to draw with perspective.
"The daguerreotype was the
first economically feasible
process that proved useful,"
Meares explained.
It used a concave reflector of
relatively large diameter and
short focus and the image formed

was thrown back on a sensitized
silver surface.
" Daguerreotype was used
almost exclusively for portraits.
Only one out of a thousand were
of something other than that,"
Meares said.
The
ambrotypes
and
daguerreotypes were donated by
Rose Ann Spencer.
; " Some of the pictures were
· printed from a stack of glass
· plates I picked up in an antique
store in Sanford," Meares continued.
"I had no idea what, if

New History Course Offered
By Arla i<""ilko

·ol1e of the most pervasive and
decisive conflicts in this century,
the second World War, and its
origins, op~rations and aftermath, is the focal point of a
new FTU history course.

..

History, 447, part of a four-part
series of courses dealing with the
history of the Twentieth Cen'tury,
is offered this winter by Dr.
Bruce E. Pauley.
Dr. Pauley, a widely-traveled
historian, has made a half dozen
trips to Europe over the past
twenty years to gather material
for researeh and publication on
the rise and fall of facism .
- "We will dwell on all aspects of
the war. from combat to the
economical, social, political and
diplomatic activities that marked
the triumphs aQd defeats on poth
sides,'" said Pauley.
"l try to· give students a
thorough account of the war,"
said Pauley , which ~e d~scribed

as, " Fantastic in scope. World
War II involved Africa, Germany , Great Britain and the
Atlantic and raised greater social
and political questions."
The division of Europe today,
the fall of' Germany as a world
super-power and continued
United States involvement in
world politics are results of the
. second World War. 1
"By now we are thirty years
a way from the war and can be
more objective ," said Pauley
explaining, "I look behind the
fronts at life on the home fronts,
uses of propaganda, how the lives
of women were changed and how
each country geared up
economically _for the war."

anythmg, was on them. The
pictures of the fishermen and
some scenes of the Lake Monroe
and St. Johns River area are
uniquely Central Florida and
were probably taken· in the late

luxurious living
along freshwater
shores
Swashbucklers
and landlubbers
:.like may find
a leeward haven
here.'
one and two bedroom
apartments
- studio townhowcs with lofty
sleeping quarters

1800's."

The
FTU
photography
collection is growing and tax
deductible donations may be
made through the University
Foundation.

East ·Aloma and Hall R.oad
'tiJ here you can mt

Meares said photography is
and has been a popular hobby and
if people would take a look in the
trunks in their attics, they might
come up with something of
his tori cal significance.
Photos of blacks and Civil War
soldiers, he said, are particularly
Tare.

your dinghy

678-2223

FTU students have parents who
are veterans of World War II and
a number of retired veterans live
in the Central Florida area, Dr.
Pauley responded to interest in
the war by developing this
history course.

. ' 'The class spurs interesting
dialogue and is not just a
.monologue from me ," said
Pauley, adding that this course
should give students a " better
understanding of what their
parents lived through _"

•

CO LON I AL PLAZA &
CONWAY _CENTER

"I found so many students who

knew so much about the second
World War and wanted to know
more.

--...,. ··
"'-

Contemporary Clothes

*

**

*_ for
Contemporary Women
Regular Stock ON SALE
for inventory Reduction

''There has been an enormous
interest in World War II as
evidenced by _the tre~endo~~
number of books, magazines,
movies and recent television
series ," said Dr. Pauley.
" I myself became more and
more intrigued in the war."
Realizing that a number of

Authorised

The first ·
factory-authorized
Garrard sale,ever!

Dr. Edward Teller, world renowned Physicist, spoke
recently at FTU on "Stars and The Universe."

FANTASTIC & CHEAP
LEASE RATES YOU CAN
AFFORD SHARE A
TWO BEDROOM FOR 17000

°'3foxcroff ~:'i~~luMN~~~

1

9 Miles From FTU436& Howell Branch Road671-6710

Dealer For:
Ampex
Bose
BSR
Dual
Garrard
General Electric
Grado
Harmon Kardon
IOI
Infinity
Jensen
Koss
Marantz
Maxell
Norelco
Pioneer
Pickering
Phillips
Recoton
Scotch
Sanyo
Shure
Sony
Sansui
Superex
Superscope
Stanton
Teac
Cerwin Vega
Texas Instrument
TDK
Others

Garrard Zero lOOc: $199.95,
Complete with base, cover and cartridge.
You save: $87.85
This is a once-in-a-lifetime oppor- tunity! The Garrard Zero IOOc automatic
turntable, top of the Garrard line, with the
exclusive Zero Tracking Error Tone arm that
eliminates an imp.o rtant cause of distortion. Plus a top .. quality magnetic cartridge
with elliptical diamond stylus. Plus a deluxe
base. Plus a dust cover. All for $199.95, less
than the regular price of the turntable alone.

REPLACEMENT NEEDLES
Does your record player skip or repeat?
Does it sound scratchy? Maybe it's
your needle. Wide World of Music
carries · diamond replacement needles
for any record player at

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

Wide World of Music
Your Complete Music Store
Present this ad for you Student Discou·n t

•
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ZETA TAU ALPHA

After a week of fun-filled acZeta Tau Alpha is
planning to initiate 16 'pledges.
The pledges are now planning a
party for the sisters after
initiation.
The last event l)f the week will
be a banquet in honor of the new
initiates.
Saturday, January 18, the
pledges participated in a service
project at Edgewood Boys
Ranch. The boys at the Ranch
and the Zetas had a active day of
sports , events and games.
t iv itie s,

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

The brothers of Beta Eta
elected the new High Zeta for the
coming year last week: High
Alpha (president): DaveHudick;
High Beta (vice (vice-president):
Mike Halpin; High Gamma
(secretary): Dean Taylor and
High Tau <treasurer): Ed
Simmons.
Also elected were High Kappa
(fraternity educator): Dean
Bowman; High Delta (rush
chairman): Mike Brown and
High Rho (alumni relations):
. Steve Hartman.
Many of the brothers enjoyed a
beach party and the FIT
basketball game last Saturday
plus a party afterwards with the
brothers at the FIT chapter.
CHI PHI

Bet.a Zeta (FTU) chapter is
hosting the Florida Regional
Conference on Saturday, January
25 from nine a.m . to five p.m. on
the FTU campus. There will be
approximately ~60 delegates
from Chi Phi chapters throughout
Florida.
A social is planned for Saturday evening at the Chi Phi House.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

The brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega cordially invite everyone
to attend their Winter Quarter
Rush Party , to be held at 8:00
p.m., Saturday, January 25, at
the Haystack East Apartments.
Music and refreshments will be
provided by the brothers for all to
· enjoy . All men ancj women interested in learning about the
social aspects of the Greek
fraternity system are welcome.
Dates are welcome.
This. Friday, there will be a
social at the ATO house. The
brothers will play host to the
sisters of Tri-Del ta sorority, as
well as rushees .
.The brothers are anticipating a
good tum out, and are looking
forward to renewing an old
friendship.
ATO would like to thank Dave
Johnson of the Atlanta Braves for
attending their first Rush Party
on January 10. Also, they would
like to invite all rushees to an
in formal rush party each Friday
at four p.m .
The house is located at 7351
Aloma Avenue in Goldmrod.
.CONGRATULATIONS to Little
Sister, Terri Hinton , on her
nomination at ATO represent.a tive to the Homecoming Court
at FTU. Terri, having been a
Homecoming Queen at Bishop
Moore , is looking forward to the
upcoming event!
DELTA DELTADELTA

Tri-Delta won the Panhellenic
Scholarship trophy for having the
best overall GPA, 3,037, of all the
sororities for last year. Fifteen
sisters and pledge-sisters were on
the Dean's List .
This month the chapter will
initiate 17 pledges at the end of

Talk

Delta Week. This isa week offun,
anticipation and a growing
awareness of the meaningful
rituals of Delta Delta Delta.
On January 24, the Tri-Deltas
will hold a car wash from nine
a .m. until three p.m., adjacent to
the Physical Plant. The money
from the $1.00 tickets will go to
the scholarship fund. The fund
provides a $200 scholarship to a
woman on campus who is
selected ·on the basis of need,
scholastic achievement and
contributions to campus life.

On January 26, Chrys Grafrath,
the Tri-Delta Field Secretary for
the s.outheastern area will come
to FTU for a few days. She will
meet with all the officers of the
chapter and help them with their
duties . Chrys will also check the
functioning of the chapter and
give new ideas from other TriDelta chapters.
KAPPA SIGMA

Last Sunday Kappa Sigma
brothers initiated 11 pledges, and
are anticipating the initiation of
several more pledges as well as
Little Sisters this week.
They are now planning a
"Battle of the Bands," tent.a tively scheduled for the end of
February .
Upcoming events include a keg
this afternoon at four p.m . and a
get-i>gether at Rosie O'Grady's
Saturday night.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

First off, the brothers of TKE
would like to extend a very
special welcome to their new
faculty adviser, Dr. Chris
Clausen.
TKE I Basketball team
remains unbeaten at this time .
Dave Thompson , an FTU
basketball team member , is
coaching TKE I. Tau Kappa
Epsilon has three teams on the
court this season.
TKE I is capt.ained by Jay
Ferguson. TKE II has Garv

Rudolph for captain and Byers P.
Levy is captain of TKE III.
Tau Kappa Epsilon wants to
extend co·ngratulations to their
" Little Sisters" and Tri-Delta
sorority for one of the best
powder puff football games in
FTU history.
The TKE brothers and their
dates went to the beach last
Saturday , taking along their
music and beer. Fantastic!
Saturday evening TKE took a bus
to watch FTU beat FIT. The
whole day was most enjoyable.
Homecoming Week is nearing
and TKE has app0inted Bob
Herman to do the planning .
Frank Bailey is in charge of
plarming for the upcoming annua:
TKE Basketball Tournament.

Students
Get a threesome
1 Bedroom Furnished

2 Twin beds in Bedroom

1 Sofa bed in Living Room
150 ~· 3

$50. 00 per mo.

Convenient to School
All Recreational Facilities
Ca II Hazel or Geri
273-5610

DELTA TAU DELTA

Delta Tau Delta is seeking to be
chartered as a chapter. This .
action should hopefully take
pla re in the spring quarter.
Meanwhile, the Delts hope all
Greeks will support Homecoming
'75, so that FTU can make this an
annual event.
Af~e r P.l.edging

~

quaner, me members 1p ·now
totals 36. Any interested men are
invited to contact Delta Tau
Delta at 273-9280.

KINGSWA.Y
Apart~ents
'273-5610 I 644-4464 / _.6453121

MISSED YOU.
Nobody has talked torts and physiol9gy
and Tagore and handball and rush and
IDA and cramming and Dryden and
Faulkner and Heller and good dates and
new movies and skiing in Steamboat
Springs and Joni Mitchell and Chinese
50 in a long, long time.
'Course we've still sold a lot of
Stake and Biskits while you were gone
but even our "regulars" have been asking
when classes will resume.
So come on in to Ireland 's. We
want to hear you talk about what you did
over the holidays and what you're going
to be taking next and just anything else
you may want to talk about.

760 MAGUIRE BOULEVARD
ORLANDO
•

I

620 EAST ALTAMONTE A VENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

RESTAURANT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

•
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EDITORIAL
A week ago. tragedy struck the
cafeteria . The students who
l'ntered the cafeteria at the time
were able to see the broken
dishes on the floor, milk spilled
on the silverware holder, no milk
in the milk machines, paper cups
antl plastic forks . Upon seeing
this. students were overheard
criticizing the cafeteria, the
cafeteria help and the cafeteria
manager . .
lf one looked into the incident,
it was soon apparent that the
problem was not the fault of the
cafeteria at all, but rather the '
fault of the Physical Plant.

The Physical Plant is
responsible for the hot water
heaters that are located in the
kitchen . The hot water heater
· broke last Friday, which is by no
means the first tirr·e it happened,
and unfortunately the Physical
Plant did not think that the hot
water heater , broken during the
noon hour in the kitchen was top
priority. However , the cafeteria
realized
the
personnel
seriousness of the situation
because as long as there was no
water, no dishes could be washed.
This meant paper products which
are costly , and plastic knives and
forks which are pretty ridiculous
had to be used.

were so busy trying to get the
plastic utensils in operation that
there was no time to clean it up.
The same went for the milk
containers. There was no time to
fill them so they remained empty.
Normally when the hot water I
heater breaks there is red tape
procedure which must be
followed by the cafeteria
manager in order to get it
repaired. The manager calls Mr.
Williams, in charge of Auxiliary
Services, who in turn calls
Physical Plant, who in turn
answers the call.
Because the process is time
consuming and the hot water
heater breaks so often, the
manager often attempts to repair
it himself if it is a minor repair.
The lock had been changed on the
room that held the water heater,
however, he had not been given a
key. Thus the problem was even
further complicated by the fact
that he could not even fix it himself.

The dishwashers soon had to
stop the conveyer belt, loaded to
overflowing with dirty trays, and
when they turned it back on to
bring some of the dishes in the
kitchen, dishes fell off the conveyer belt and broke all over the
floor. Someone spilled milk all
over the place but the employees

In all fairness I attempted to
contact the Physical Plant but as
usually occurs everytime the
FuTUre calls the Physical Plant ·
' 'no one was available for
comm ent. " While it is understandable that there are a
multitude of things to be done in
the two new l!>uildi'ngs, this
nevertheless does not explain
why several other times in the
Fall Quarter it was virtually
impossible to ever get in touch
with anyone who was high enough
up to comment.
Sharon Esposito, president of
the Resident" Hall Association,
felt tha_t _the cafeteria's problem

Hallways
By Mike Hall

So, FTU is going to have a
homecoming. Good! I think '
"Fast Tempo University" could
use a shot in the arm. The result,
however, will probably be akin to
giving artificial respiration to a
corpse. Part of the reason for this
is the type of activities which are
going to be offered. One look at
the itenerary takes · you right
back to high school (that fits
FTU, you say?). I mean,
really ... a basketball sweetheart,
Mr. Legs, a pep rally Craw!) and
color day <gold and black ... we
can all look like Fort Knox in
mourning). I realize that Tech U.
isn't exactly a big time university
hut surely we could come up with
more original festivities than the
above mentioned.
Now if I were planning the
homecoming· events, things
would go like this ...
Monday: The contests begin.
Belching preliminaries will be
held in the cafeteria from 12:00 to
1: 00 . Back-of-the-room
snickering
marathon
in
Geography 100 from 3:00 to 4:00.
That evening there will be a
Mazola oil party in the FTU .
swimming pool which will climax
with the crowning of Mr. and Ms.
Skinnydip.
Tuesday: There will be a
~peaker on the V.C. green at

f tUre
pulJl 1c
clo ct1111 1•nt
w .•
I. •)I' •-\jflilt C'd rll .111 .1 11 nunl COS '
S 33 , S6~ . 35 . or Ul 6 c.• 111 ~ p er copy , Iv
1r>forn1 the F TU ' rn~1 · 11 un i t y of r c t,1t.cd
I : 1•'"1, ilnf\QUn( 1'1lil l)f ~ ilnd r1 ( t 1 v i t ic ~
. nunl ndv1 ~ ri isi n _q 1c v c nu1· 0 1
· ' 6 .728 79 t1Pf r,1y r·cf 19 .8 1 p er CPnt of
:•·" ,i nnuil t o c,t

11 :00. Byron K. Neurfwistle will
speak on the breeding habits of
the North ~tlantic cuttlefish and
its relation to today's woman .
Wednesday: Belching finals
from 12:00 to 1:00 in the
·cafeteria. An interfraternity keg
chugging contest will be helcf on
the roof of the Administration ·
Building at 7:00 p.m.
Thursday: Nudity Day. There.
will be a streakathon from the
V. C. circle to the Orlando City
Hall beginning at 1:00. RHA will
sponsor
a
ham-pressing
exhibition outside of C dorm
lounge at 4:00.
Friday: All classes will be
boycotted today. The Humanities
building will be toilet-papered at
11 :00. The entir.e Oviedo volunteer fire depaitment will pass in
revue in front of the Library
building at 1:00. Pegasus Pub
from 9: 00 to 12: 00 featuring
George and his magic spoons.
Saturday: At 11: 00 all of the
FuTUres from the past will be
burned on t.he steps of the Administration building. Basketball
game at 8:00 p.m. FTU vs. the
June Taylor Dancers in the Eola
Band shell . Basketball Queen will
be brought out of the closet after
game. Dance from 9:00 to 1:00,
prizes for the biggest hicky.
Now that's what I call a
Homecoming!

Published weekly at Florida
Technological Un.iversity by
President Charles N. Mi II ican,
and written and edited by and for
the university community.
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IT HUST HAVE COST THE StHOOL A FORTUNE!
should have been of number one
priority . She added that
' 'Morrison's · has
enough
probl~s already. They are
making an effort . They don 't
have a whole hell of a lot to work

• with ."
Miss Esposito has
presently proposed a plan that
will look into the possibility of
replacing the hot water heater
instead of continuing time and
again to pay the repair bill.

Amazing as it may seem, it
may be tliat some of the
cafeteria's problems may not
really be the cafeteria's
problems.

ReCord Review
throughbluesey
folk,
By Jeff Jolinsoo
. overdubs,the choir-like backing
lighthearted love ballads, and
Remember the Byrds? The
vocals, the contrived printing
two traditional revivals thrown in
band who put electricity in folk
press delivery. It lacks what the
to assure McGuinn's authenmusic. The group who put Bob
first release · captured; the
ticity. This first release is truly
Dylan on the radio. The Byrds
roughness of spontaneity, the
Roger McGuinn's album. This is
who hit the music scene in the
sincerity of a rustic approach .
especially evident in the album's
summer of '65 and remained on
Side one is filled with Southern
cridits where McGuinn is listed
top of'the music world even after
California rock, except in two
as performing almost all the
several personnel changes and
instances; a ballad that evenguitar work and vocals as well as
difficulties which ultimately led
tually fizzles out, over electrified,
writing all but two of the album's
to the band's demise. Many big
and an attempt by McGuinn at a
selections with co-lyricist
names first got their wings in the
Charlie Rich hit, the title cut
J acaues Levy.
Byrds: David Crosby, Chris
Peace On You in which McGuinn
Hillman,
Gram
Parsons,
tries in vain to capture the
His second release, Peace On
Clarence White, but one name
country feel Rich so nobly
You. came in late 1974, this time
has always represented the axis
achieves. Side two, an imwith a band of L.A. musicians.
for which the group, no matter
provement over side one, opens
The album has a group sound
the personnel, revolved around. --about it, but ~gain, McGuinn 'S
with a very positive, confident
Through all the many changes,
country rocker "Do What You
presence gives the album its
Roger McGuinn strived to keep
Want To Do" before drifting into
distinctive quality and character.
the Byrds' sound alive, and it is
a McGuinn ballad "Together " A
Ironically, the album's greatest
still McGuinn who carries that
weakness1Siiitfie smooth texture - . Country La~an complete with
distinctive Byrds' traditio~ in his
Spanish
atmosphere
and
of production; the orchestrated
flamingo guitar.
in his music . .' ·
McGuinn's first solo release
. came in 1973 with an album titled
Village
Center
Bo~d
Meets
simply Roger McGuinn . As the
title suggests, the album is a
labeling the airline-style and the _
The Village Center Board at its
personal album, although a· lot of
open cafeteria methods both
December meeting took action
the material carries a somewhat
"impracticable" for weekend
toward urging the campus
old Byrds' flavor. Even so, the
meals
on campus.
Morrison's
cafeteria
food
service
rock numbers are not nostalgic.
Citing "serious financial
to provide some hot meal service
They are instead a new introuble this year,'' Boone feels
for resident students on
terpretation of an old style. This
that a quality food service
weekends.
neo-Byrd sound is consistent on
. program cannot be instituted for
In a letter to manager Bill
disc one, at times developing
for such a small number of
Boone, the board sympathized
along country rock lines in a
students.
with the funding problem, but
manner .)f sincerity many consuggested the type of service
temporary neo-cowboy groups,
Leo Goff, Housing Director,
provided by in-flight airlines,
exemplified in the style of the
says the number of students who
wherein one attendant could heat
recently popular Eagles, cannot
remain on campus varies
cafeteria-quality meals and have
manage, McGuinn 's version of
greatly, but a "ball-park figure"
them transported from the main
'Lost My Drivin' Wheel" is one
would be from 30 to 40 percent of
cafeteria on a reservation basis.
example of a near perfect conthe residents on a normal
The board hoped some imtemporary electric Western
weekend.
provement would be madt to
ballad. Whereas side one opens
· The board claims that students
what they called the "subwith an · acoustic, chanting
without transportation are left
standard" service.
McGuinn and then drifts into his
with the short-order variety food
new group-sound, side two
Boone, however, rejected the
in the snack bar. ''This is really
returns the listener to a more self
proposal, stating that most
insufficient from a nutritional
-indulgent, privafe-artist.- A
airline meals are served within
point of view for the average,
lighter, more coWltry. acoustic
an hour of preparation on a largeMcGuinn appears rollicking
volume basis and ,not re-~ea~~-~ growing and maturi!1g student."
K/\ THY DONAU.1SON
Editor -In-Chief

-LETTERS·
The FuTUre welcomes letters, b4t
cannot consider for publication any
letters not bearing the writer's
s1qnature and address . However.
names will be withheld upon request .
1 he riqht·is'reserved to edit or refuse
publicntion of letters deemrc1 ol>
1 cctionable or in poor taste .

DANA SCOTT EAGLES.

Assistant Editor

Li1yout Editor .. . Mary Tenet
Copy Editor ... Tracy Armstrong
Sports Editors .. . Joe De Salvo,
Pat Murray
Photo Editor . . Alan Geeslin
Circulation
Manaqer .. . Jeff
Pearce
Advertising Manager ... Mike
· Myers
Business Manager . . .Mitchell
Drew
Lead Reporter ... Kerry Faunce
Greek Column .. :Robie Drew

KERRY FAUNCE
News Editor

~

Photographers ... Fred Sommers,
Mike Padgett
Staff Artists . .. Mark Johnson,
Dee Deloy
Artist, Cloumnist .. . Mike Hall
Rcpor1ers: Vicki Blanchfield,
John Bridges, Kerry Faunce,
Arla Filko, Ike Harrison, Jim
Holmes, Jeff Johnson, Walt
Morris, Marcy Muramatsu, Pate
Strange.

Staff Artist ... Stacy Conway,
Florida Consolidated Publishers

I
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FSU Offers Alternate Newspaper

-

Students and faculty at Florida
State University found copies of a
2()-page , first edition of ·a new
student newspaper on their
doorsteps Monday morning.

"The Seminole," ec:tited by a 20year-old business marketing
junior · from Miami , Lance
Paskewich , made its debut on
camp~s with a ~wo-co_lor logo

teaturmg me maie and femaJe
Seminole art symbols and
headlines offering the campus
"an alternative newspaper."
Stating editorially that it does

· not intend " to replace " the longestablished " Florida Flambeau" , the new tabloid says its
objectives are "to bring back the
dormant tradition of college
spirit, enthusiasm and pride in
student university affairs."

Activity Calendar
EVENT

TIME

Editor Paskewich set the
criteria of "objective and
professional journalism" for
"The Seminole's" news coverage
·of the campus, and noted that its
future success "depends on
support from many segments of
the University and community."

LOCATION

Friday, Jan 24

. Baptist Campus Ministry-mtg.
Wrestling-Southern Tech.
Concert-Eqmunds & Curley Comedy Team & Blacklash
Sigma Chi

lO:OOa .m.
2:00 p.m.
7:30p.m.
8:00p.m.

AD 112
VCAR
V CAR
1st Floor GCB

9:00a.m .
5:30p.m .
8:30p.m .

1st Floor GCB
MPR
VAR

i-~
Tl
I
•
I

•

Sunday, Jan . 26

Mass
TKE-mtg.
Zeta Tau Alpha-mtg .

11:00 a .m.
5:30p.m
6:30p.m .

11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00p.m.
6:30p.m.
7:00p.m.

..

7k .tat«u (fellfelt
Pregnancy Tests
· · Birth Control ···

Abort~ons

•
=
• :

MPR
VCAR "A"
vc 211,214

Pap Smears
Counseling

~ ~- Colonial Dr. OrlandQ, Fla. 32803
305-898-0921
800-432-0460
24 hrs. a Day
Toll Free

i.
I
•
I
•I

I• .:

!..........•.~·····························"

Monday. Jan. 27

Baptist Campus Ministry
Delta Tau Delta-mtg.
'.fyes-mtg.
Pi Kappa Alpha-mtg.
Lambda Chi Alpha-mtg .

Distribution of 18,000 copies per
issue is free and will be circulated at pick-up points both on
and off the campus.

·~·························~···············

Saturday. Jan. 25

Sigma Chi
Music Dept. Dinner
Movie-Watermelon Man

Primarily funded through
advertising and contributions to
the non-profit literary and
educational corporation , The
Seminole Publications Foundation, Inc., the new student
· paper plans to print five days a
week during the academic year
and twice during the summer
quarter .

TOP SO LPs & TAPES

AD 144
vc 214
EN 359
EN 121
EN 360

AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
"CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST
RECORD & TAPE STORES"

Tuesday, Jan. 28

Basketball-Edward Waters College Men's Tennis , Coed Racquetball,
Racquetball -ENTRY DEADLINE
ATO-LittleSisters-mtg.
11:00 a.m .
Baptist Campus Ministry-mtg.
11:00 a.m.
IFC-mtg .
VC-Speakers-mtg.1:00 p.m.
Karate Lessons
VC-FAVO RS-tutoring

12:00 Noon
6:00 p.m .
7:30p.m .

VCa>O
H. & F . Arts 214

.YC 200

vc 200
VCAR "A "
VCa>O .

Wednesday, Jan. 2!J

FTU Christain Fellowship-Book Sale
Baptist Campus Ministry-mtg.
Oak Ridge High School-Beauty Talent
VC-F AVORS-mtg.
AJpha Chi Omega-mtg.Ve Patio
Karat.e Lessons
Tarot Class

Experimental Films
VC-F AV ORS-tutoring

ll :OOa.m.
11 :00 a. m .
12:00 Noon
4: 00 p.m ..
5:00 p.m.
6:00p .m .
6:00p.m .
7:30p.m .
7:30 p.m.

•COLONIAL PlAZA-ADJ. J-M . . . . . . . . ORLANDO
•WINTER PARK MALL . . . . . . . .. W1NTER PARK
•ALTAMONTE MALL-ADJ. J-M . . . . . ALTAMONTE

WALNUT FINISHED SHELVES .
. FACTORY CLOSEOUT

Ad 144
VCAR " C"
VCa>O
vc 211
VCAR " A"

vc

214

VCAR

vc 200

· Thursday , Jan. 30

.r-

VC-Performing Arts-mtg.
Baptist Campus Ministry-mtg.
Future Marketers Club-mtg .
Captains-mtg.
Delta Sigma Pi-mtg.
Preprofession·a1 MedicalSocity-mtg.
Student Senate-mtg.
Fla. Engineering Society-mtg.
Delta Sigma Pi-mtg.
Kaat.e Lessons
Oak Ridge High School-Beauty Talent

Rec. Comm.

....,,.

The recreation Committee of
the Village Center is compiling a
list of all students who play tennis
and need partners.
The list is available at the
illage Center's main desk and
shows names, addresses, phone
numbers, available playing times
and levels of ability of interested
players.
The service is available for
sign-up and inspection from eight
a.m. to four p .m . .

ll:OOa.m.
ll:OOa.m .
12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon
12 :00 Noon
12 :00 Noon
12 :00Noon
12:00Noon
I:OOp.m.
6:00p.m .
8:00 n.m .

vc 200
H & F . Arts 214

vc 214
vc 200

.

CB 103, no
EN 336
.EN 360
EN 359
vc 200
VCAR "A"
VCAR

REST YOUR . BOOKS AND KEEPSAKES ON US . .THESE
SHELVES ARE JUST RIGHT FOR THAT APARTMENT OR
HOME!!!!'1
(SHELVING ACCE~SORIES AVAILAB.LE TOO) ····- -

MILLS & NEBRASKA LUMBE.R
.1&02 NORTH MILLS, OR~NDO, FLORIDA

.. PH.

896~3333

"Get on the WAGON ·
With Us!!
YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY AT HAYSTACK!

"we only LOOK expensive!!
. 2 pool!_
.2 tennis courts
.3 clubhouses

. saunas
.volleyball court'
.basketball court

.. ... NOW! A FULL-TIME SOCIAL DIRECTOR!

C & C Madsen

•

Charles and Clifford Madsen of
Florida State University, coauthors of Parents-Children. Discipline-A Positive Approach,
will be featured as leaders of a
behavior modification workshop,
Saturday, January 25, at First
Unitarian Church, 1815 E.
Robinsons St., from nine a .m. to
four p.m .
Emphasis will be on improving
inter-family communication and
relationships.
Cost for the day-long seminar is
$12.50 in advance, $15 at the door .

One Bedroom
Rent•••72.'0 ··ea. (per month)
Two Bedroom
Rent•••87.50 · ea . <per month>
Based Upon Double Occupancy

..--------- ·I '. 1.i.:t' ti

Fu1'l'n' - January :l-1. 1975

- CbME VISIT THE NEW RECORD DEPARTMENT
.1·N THE FTU BOOKSTORE ·
..

SCEPTER RECORDS

RCA Records
=·

~

·JJ.'t: 1.~XJ>Jtl~SS . .
~·

=

DO
T
TIL YOURE SATISFIED .

--

·Styx II

Includes: Father O.S.A. • Lady
A Day· I'm Gonna Make You Feel It

4.49

4.49

'1' .

ncn

PRtJIRlE

VICTOR

f~ BUSTIN'O~

4.49
The Hit. LP From
· The

a.r. EXPRESS

}i~~'jj'~:~=~i'}=,

Includes: Back Home Again·.
Thank God I'm a C~untry Boy • Malthew
Annie's Song · Sweet Surrender

Including The New

4.49

H.i t Sing.le "EXPRESS"

ATLANTIC RECORDS
1f IHI lE IP JR ((]) 1fD IHI lE 1f .
KA HLI L GIBRAN
Rll ll ARD llARR IS

THE PROPHET
Kahlil G rbran
A Musical Interpretation
•
Featuring Richard Harris A T CANT•c
SD 18120 TP 18120 CS 18120

'4.49

·,4.49
RUFUSIZED ··RUFUS
Featuring

CHAKA KAHN

yes

RELAYER -

RUFUSIZED
· Rufus Featuring Chaka Kahn/ABCD-837

YES
Re l ayer
SD 18122 TP -1 8122 CS 18122

'4.49

·.4 .49

JOE WALSH
··SOWHAT·

GENESIS
The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway
SD 2-401 TP 2-401 CS 2-401

•

6.49

BILLY COBHAM
Total Eclipse .
SD 181 2 1 TP 181 2 1 CS 181 2 1

4.49

PHOTOGRAPHS & MEMORIES
Jim Croce-His Greatest Hits/ABCD-835

4.49

SO WHAT
Joe Walsh/DSD-50171

4.49
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LOST & FOUND

3 miles from FTU, large 3
bedroom, 2 bath home For
Rent. Central air with wall-towa 11 carpet, washer and
dryer, large fenced yard. $225
rm. Call 671 -0037 or 671-6990.

Lost Baseball glove between
the P. E. parking lot and the ·
intersection of FTU Blvd. and
Alafaya Trail. $10 REWARD,
cal I David at 644-0051 after
6:00 p.m.

I

Lost Girls' gold watch, between
the
Library
and
Security Bui Id ing. $2.00
REWARD, call 273-6576.

I

,

..

WANTED

I

STUDENTS! EARN WHl.LE
YOU LEARN.
Part-time.
Contact work affords extra
income. For interview ca II Jo
or Tom Edwards at 855-4816·.

I

Personal

Message to:
Room 215,

PUSH ...
THE LAST FEW WEEKS
HAVE BEEN. FANTASTIC.
IT'S SURE GONNA BE A
LONG 2 MONTHS. I LOVE
YOU MUCHO.
PUSH ... II I

~george

stuart ·

·Columns!

NEED SOME EXTRA.
CASH?
Baby Sit~ers _Needed!

For a quiet peaceful setting,
Pine Isle Mobile Home Park
is what you've been lopking
for. Located just 10 minutes from FTU, Pine Isle offers
spacious lots in natural
\NOoded surroundings. There
are no entrance fees a rd your
first months' rent is free . The
special student rates of $50
per montti covers water as
we II as sewage and garbage
collection. For any questions
~call 568-4321' or just take
Highway 50, 5 miles east of
Al afa ya Tra i I to Story Partin
Road. Turn right for 112 mile
and follow the signs to Pl NE
ISLE
MOB I LE
HOME
PARK.

Fem a le room mate to share
two bedroom duplex in
Casselberry. $77 month, plus
utilities, Call Judyat275-2636.

~-IN-1 ELLIPSES-4 degrees of .IS. 30, 45 and 60
Ill complete range of openings from Ki" to 2114 "
21 ellipses for each degree.
·
·-1262 JI" x e w ·~o3o ... .... $4. 25

Contact More
Than 6,000
Fu TU re
Classified Ad

Bring Your

FOR SALE

For Sa'le to highest bidder the
fol I owing used vehlcl e WHERE IS AS IS, 1958 Willys ·
Jeep, fair condition. May be
inspected at Physical Plant
Compound, FTU Campus. If
interested in bidding, bid
forms may be picked up at
Di vision of
Purchasing,
Room 360, Administration
Building, phone 275-2661. Bid
9pening time and date: 3: 00
PM February . 4, 1975. Sale
terms: Cash

WI LL DO YOUR TYPING . IN
MY HOME, 50 cents per
page, punctuation must be
included. Please call Mrs.
Gowen at-568-2336.

Library, bY.
Our Ad Deadline

Readers Thru

1969 Plymouth Satellite-one
owner. New vinyl upholstery,
good tires. Gold with black
vinyl top. 19 m.p.g. on trip.
$·850, cal I Louise Howell ·at
834-1489.

I

SERVICES

5-ACRE MOBILE HOME OR
CAMP SITE. Sand roads, -no
down - payment, $100 per
month includes 7112 percent
interest. Near FTU. Phone
Patti collect (305) 358-4141.

IP' JI ~1K1E lrlr 1I1EMI1P'IL A 1I1E$
for Schoo~ , ArJ:, Engine ering

If you need a .
:babysitter -Call
275-2191

Need ride to Gainesville any
weekend, wi II pay for gas:
Contact Joyce Jenkins at 2754252.

MARRIED COUPLES

CONGRATULATIONS
on
your first year, SIGMA CH I!
Delta Love, DEL TA DEL TA
DELTA

I

FOR RENT

VETERANS
.

I

BUDG.ET MINDED SING-LES
Live in Duple.xes at

SLEEP IN SCOTTS ARMS
Less than one mile from FTU
yet convenient to Oviedo's
many services. 11600 Mendel
Dr., (off Alafaya Trail).
Furnished l bdrm apt. - $140
mo. Q.Jiet - Wei 1· maintained.
For additional information,
ca 11 365-5585.

2 bedroom home in Chuluota,
dining area, family room,
a .c., completely furnished,
$185month, call 365-3191 after
2:00 p.m.

DUPLEXES + Furn. or
unfurn. 4 miles north of FTU
on Alafaya Trail at Mitchell
Hammock Road in Oviedo.
Re asona bl e
rates
at
RJ DGEWOOD VILLAGE 3653721 3nyti me ,

.

-

-

.

--

FURNISHED
OR UNFURNISHED

Reasonable Rates
4 miles north of FTU on Alafaya Tr~il
at Mitch.ell Hammock Road

Phone 365-3721
(local call)

1\1gl' 8 - FuTl'n' - January 24. 1975

stu ent govern~ent
ticket subsidy progra~ .
· · has expanded. I_
!.
T~ckets Are Now Available For All
EASTERN F~DERAL THEATRE·S· INCLUDING:

...

Northgate 1, 2, 3, ·4, ·· .
Conway 1, 2 _ ·
· Orange Blossom 1, 2 .
I

'

$1.25
Other· movie subsidies include:

University prive-ln
Wometco P~rk East & West ·c olony Beacham ·
~laza RQcking Chairs 1 _ 2

VC 216 9:00 am VC 216 4:00 pm
VC 216 Mon. VC. 216 Fri. VC 216 .

·

O~ce

Upon ·A Stage ·
· Di·n ner Theatre ·· ·
.

Tickets

~ood

'

'

Only Tue Wed, Thurs,_& Sun
1
,

'

'

$5.00 · Includes
Dinner & ·s how .
VC 205
.

.

•
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Library Initiates NeW Checkout System
By Pat Strange

According to L.W. Walker,
Director of Libraries, the FTU
library is leasing a noiseless
checkout system and the second
floor of the library will be converted into a reading and study
area.
The new check o.ut machine is
manufactured by the Mohawk
Data Science Corp. It is called a C
deck and is used for data
collection.

The new system records
transactions on magnetic tape
instead of cards as the present
machine does.

need a book from the library, it is
a much easier transaction with
the new machine.

·walker said the macitine is
much faster as well as quieter .<it
has only one motor and makes it
possible to record much more
information).

"Hopefully, it will be here next
week ," Walker said Friday.
Whenever it arrives there will be
no lengthy wait for installation.
"It only requires a plug in to a n
electrical outlet."

If you happen to be without
your ID card, for example, and

The cost is approximately the
same as the system being used at

Walker also said that the
second floor ; which is almost
bare since the Humanities
building opened, will be used as a
reading and study area.

present, as they are leased for a
period of one year.
Both systems are expensive
and frequently have big design
changes which makes it
necessary to change models
every few years.
.
If the library purchased the
machine they would have to use it
until it wore out

The reference servi.ee and
probably government doctunents
(now on the third floor) will also
move to the second floor, by the Fall quarter.

The new system comes none
too soon, since the present
machine has not been working for
several days now.

Some classrooms may be
retained because of the high
student enrollment.

··G ASLIGH-r:'.
Apartm~nt s
For acti ve young adults . A r oomy comforta b le
apar t men t in spac i ous wood e d surroundin g s,
Conv-en i ent to school , shopping a nd en! ert ai nment.
Lea ses E x pi rin g In June Ava il able
.CLUBHOUSE .POOL . SA UN A ~
1 bed r oo m fr om $140 2 bedroo ms trom $180
2 Blocks No . of FTU Blvd. on Semoran Blvd (436)
Mon. -Sa t . 10-7 Sun . 12-6 Call 678-6090
AL LI E D M A NA GE M E NT

EUROPE
BOUND
IN ·75 ?
wouldn't you rather come with us?
Last year over 200 , 000 students summe r ed in Europe . And the
travelwi se fle w on charters because it costs about HALF !
This ye c.r a 3 - 6 wPo k ticket to London i s $512 . · 2 - 3
weeker $597 . And its $767 . for over s ix week::; fr~m Ne;.r
York ,
(That ' s what the airlines s ay now . La5t year there.
were two unforca st increases ! )

Dr. Charles Unkovic and Dr. Burton Wright present a copy of their new book
"Perspective: An Introduction to Sociology" to Mr. L. W. Walkes, Director of
Libraries. (Photo by Geeslin)

Not only do you fly with ut~ at half , but you c:att ju::;t auuut
have your choice of dates for 4 , 5, (', 7, 8 , CJ , tr/ we ek durAnd all you have to do to qualify
is :eserv~ your seat now by :·trndinp; $100 . clepo~ it , plu..; $ 10 .
regi::;t.ration fee . U11de r recent] y new U. ;, , GovF:rnrnent regulations we must submit a] l f1 ight pa rt ic: ipant~: 11a1110:; arid
full payment :;ixty day~ before each fligh • lf you .a\.:e t.he
.lune21 - Augu:·tl')l'light ~-o J.011do 11 f or e xamr1le , d<~po.·i. reserve~ ; your fi1:at a:1d April
l '> you send thE:l $l•JO , b;:iJar1c'.! ,
.lust one pri..:e for a . 1 flight: > whetfl'?r yc.u pick a w~~,d~errd
departure ( $1 ,. • extra o: . the n:gu ! :Jr· fa rr: ;ii cl i.11•:. ) or pP.af:
seas?n surcha r ge date .
~tion during the su111mer .

)acuity Senate Meets
Members of the Faculty Senate
passed a resolution January 16,
calling for the secretary to
prepare a summ.ary of actions
taken to be distributed to
members of the Faculty
Assemhlv
In othe~ action ; the Senate
unanimously voted to send the
instructor evaluation issue back

to a committee for further study.
The steering committee introduced the bill concerning the
summary of minutes as a means
·of saving mo~ey and so more
members might read it.
The minutes of each meeting
will be distributed only to
members of the Faculty Senate,
Deans and the President.

Awarded were 132,188 credit
hours, 107,937 of those from the
College Level Examination
Program (CLEP ), 14,514 from
other like examinations, 2,595
from early admission programs,
650 from advanced placement
programs, 1,367 from dual
enrollment in universities and
community colleges, and 796
from dual enrollment in
universities and secondary
schools.
Students using the acceleration
m chanisms saved $1 ,700,00 in
tuition fees during the year . while
predictions of savings to the state
run as high as $11,440,000, based
on costs to the state not covered

by tuition fees for electives and
required courses in which
students were not instructed.

.

Su , ••:Ila fol' uur compJett: :·c.:h•:•11.J1" , or · t .. i· · .·111·· · .,r :uu1· n°! _;erv:Jtio1: r:ow , 11.:i.il your dept·:·.it. fnr011<· ,, r 1J t11· .J '· ' ;, ~l'''"k 1 ;·
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The Board of Regents presently
requires that each instructor be
evaluated in at least three
courses per year.

Acceleration Mechanis1ns
A total of 9,812 students
throughout the State University
System took advantage of the socalled academic "acceleration
mechanisms" during the 1973-74 .
school term.
According to Memo, the BOR
publication a substantial increase was noted in the use of
such options for "qualified
students to mov e through
education programs at paces
geared to individual needs ,
abilities and circumstances."
Most of those utilizing the
options were freshmen , and
eceived an average of about 15
ours of credit without actually
having to attend classes or pay
tuition fees for those credits.
About 50 percent of incoming
freshmen last year utilized on4e
or more of the options.

The evaluation issue was
debated by those who thought
each instructor should be
evaluated by each of his classes
every quarter and those who
thought the frequency should be
left up to the instructor.
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Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today

A motion was passed to include
the phrase "any class by \\'.hich
an instructor wishes to be
evaluated" before the issue was
finally sent to the committee ..
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Netters 'Arrive' For '75

By Joe De Salvo

I

Experience and depth are the
two key 'pluses Wood believes will
"We've arrived." No, that's not
be in the Knights' favor. "The
an advertisement for a new
real secret for this season is
<.'conomy car, it's Dr. Lex Wood's
better depth," said Wood. In
evaluation of his 1975 version of
looking back on last year, Wood
the FTU tennis team .
pointed out that the No. 4 through
Coach Wood, going into his
No. 6 positions . were the
fourth year as the Knights'
"weakest, in which they couldn't
mentor. is very high on this
get the key points." To help
year's squad as it prepares to
alleviate the problem, three new
start a 29 game schedule next
players · in Doug Hull, Mark
Friqay at home against Samford.
Gunderson and Bill Stettzer have
joined the squad.
Hull comes to FTU with the
most impressive credentials. The
freshman from New Jersey was
53-0 in high schqol competition
and was co-ranked No. 1 in the
state with his twin brother who is
now playing for South Carolina.
" Hull is a big plus for us this
season ," said Wood.
Gunderson, who Wood is very
high on , is a first year man from
Boca· Raton . "Mark is a good,
tough freshman who likes to hit
the ball hard," said Wood.
Stettzer is the newest addition
since he recently transfered from
New York Tech. "He's a fine
scrapper and competitor," ~aid
Wood on the sophomore.
Along with dept,h, experience
will be the name of. the game for
FTU. Returning for the Knights
from last year's No. 10 ranked
- ··-scb.QOl in the college division , will
Mike Dezeeuw follows .
be seniors Mike Dezeeuw, Joe
•t~rough on his powerful
Lucci and Nate Smith to lead this
. r(jrehand shot during a
year 's charge.
match. Dezeeuw wi'IJ be at
Dezeeuw goes into this season
with a 1974 record of 11-5 in
No. 1 for the Kilights
singles and 11-4 in doubles. Lucci
(Photo by Alan Geeslin).
was equally impressive last year

1975 Tennis Sch edule ·
varsity Tennis Schedule

Ja n. 31

Sam f or d U.

F eb . 7
Feb. 13
Feb . 17
Feb . 21

F lagl er College
Embry -Riddle
Fl ori da Inst. of Tech .
Fl agler College

Mar . l
M ar . 7
Mar . 11
Mar . 13
Mar . 14
Mar . 15
Mar . 18
Mar . 20
Mar . 21
Mar. 22
Mar . 24
Mar . 25
Mar . 26
Mar . 27
Mar . 31

Fu r m an U.
F lor ida A t lant ic U .
Appalachian State U .
Florida International u.
Univ . of Flor ida
Florida State U ,
Duke Univ .
Southern 1'11inois U.
Pr esbyter ian College
M in mi U . Of Ohio
West G eorgia College
Wheeling College
Univ . of Maryland .
Frostburg State College
Univ. of Cincinnati
Upsala College
Kalamazoo College
Univ . of Scranton

Embry -Riddle
Apr . 3
Jacksonville Univ.
Apr. 4
Stetson Univ.
Apri .5
Apr . 9 Un iv. of s. Florida
M i ami
Univ . of
Apr.
16
Rollins College
Apr . 25

Time
2: 00 p .m .

Place
H

2:30 p.m .
2 :00 p.m .
2 : 30 p.m .
2:30 p.m .

A
A

9 :00 a .m .
2 : 00 p .rn .
2: 00 p .m .
2: 00p.m .
2 : 30 p.m .
3 :00 p .m.
l :OOp .m.
2:00 p .m .
2: 00 p .m .
9 :00 a .m.
9 : 00 a .m .
9:00a .m.
9 :00 a.m .
2:00 p .m .
9:00a .m .
2:30 p.m.
l O: OOa .m .
2:00 p .m.

H
H
H
H
A
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

2:00 p .m .
2: 00 p .m .
9 : 30a.m .
2: 30 p .in.
2:30 p .m.
2 :00 p.m.
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Lexwood
game."
In evaluating his team on a
whole, Wood remarked, "We
have eight or nine real good
players who are capable of giving
anybody a good match."
Depending on how the
challenge matches go next week,
Wood said he would go with the
same lineup lie posted in t e
Jacksonville match of last
quarter. FTU and the hosting
Dolphins played to a 4-4 draw
when darkness prevented the
completion of the match. The
Knights were leading in the final
and decisive match.

Joe Lucci shows his
determination on his
overhead shot. Lucci will
be at the No. 2 spot. (Photo
by Alan Geeslin).

~o

Surprises In IM
8-Ball Openers ,
..
- - --

By Monte Shoemaker

H

~R POo

firof

Some of the top teams invading
the FTU campus in the coming
season wi~ be Samford, Furman,
Presbyterian College, Maryland,
South Florida and Jacksonville .
According to Wood, the
Samford match will be tough.
"They're a fine team but they do
have a liberal transfer program
which helps them acquire good
talent from other colleges in
which players have been
dismissed. ''

H

H
H
A
H'
A
A

For the first time in its history,
the FTU tennis team will be
playing at home on "genuine"
tennis courts. The six courts were
resurfaced early last fall. Wood
feels the courts will make a
difference in the Knights' attack,
"It'll be a slower game and will
be a more interesting game to
watch ."
Wood offered much appreciation to the many people
who . worked hard to get the
resurfaced courts. Among them,
Wood noted the efforts of VicePresident of Business Affairs
John Goree, Dr. John Powell,
FTlf's athletic director and Dean
Miller of the College of
Education.

Dezeeuw will open at No. 1
while Lucci and Smith. will anchor the No. 2 and No. 3 spots,
respectively. Rounding out the
top six, Graban will move up to
No. 4 with Graham at No. 5 and
Hull breaking into the lineup at
No. 6.
The tentative doubles teams
are Dezeeuw and Lucci at No. 1
with Smith and Gr.aban at No. 2
Graham and Hull rounding out
the team at No. 3.
, A tough 29 schedule will
determine just how strong the !
Knights will be in 1975. Of-the 29
matches, 22 of them will be
played at home. Wood said,
·: without a doubt it 's Cthe
schedule) been getting better
every year."
The Knights will face their
toughest matches, however , on
the road. Florida, Florida State
Miami, and cross-town rival
Rollins will be hosting the
Knights. Commenting on the
Miami match, Wood said, "They
are the cream of the crop. It'll be
a miracle if we beat them but I
Wood
believe in miracles."
added, "If a schedule is any indication how strong a team is,
well we have a real fine team. "

with an identical 11-5 singles and
doubles record. Smith accumulated an 8-6 singles mark
and . a lOf doubles record last
year. Commenting on the top
three players , Wood feels "They
· have the be;fit of good tournament comp ition they faced in
I . the fall ."
Returning ~so from last year's
.• _; 9-7 team is sophomore Trevor
Graham, who in his first season
compiled a 9-7 and 6-9 record at
the No. 4 position. Along with
Graham, seniors Gail Graban
and Gary .Timlin are competing
for playing positions. Wood said,
"Graban is playing very well
'. while Timlin has improved his

Track Clllh
Meeting Set
The FTU Track Club will hold a
meeting Monday, January 'l:l in
VC 200 at noon. Dr. Kennedy, the
club advisor, stated that the
purpose of the meeting was to
announce meet schedules and
arrange for training and participation this coming track
season.

T e
Men 's
Intramural
Basketball season was christened
Tuesday afternoon when ATO
squashed KS 40-16 and SX nudged
SAE 29-20 while TKE crushed
PKA 41-22 and LXA humiliated
DTD 27-7.
The ATO contest featured 10
point performances from Mike
Fabian of KS and Kurt Wolf of
ATO.
Pete Heckman was the high
point man of the day as he paced
his SX team with 16. SAE, in their
unsuccessful bout, was led by
. Mike Vaughn with 8 points in
· their defeat.
.
- J. Nickson 's 12 poi~ts led the
TKE scorers in their rout of PKA
while John Gilmore paced the
losers with 7.
In their overpowering· romp
over DTD, LXA was led by Jim
Rudolph with 14 points. Mike
Walters scored a meager 4 points
in DTD's losing cause.

-

·
Tuesday, February
25 at Winter
Park High.
The champ ions hip will be
decided when the winner of the
· game between the Black Independent and Gold Independent
Leagues meets the Fraternity
League Champion.

MOVIE

The intramural schedule slates
eight games each Sunday and
four contests each afternoon
Monday through Thursday. Th~
season will conclude with a
. Campus Championship game on
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Cagers Club FIT
By Pat Murray

The FTU basketball team had
its offense cranked up in high
gear Saturday evening and used
that attack to overwhelm crossstate rival, Florida Institute of
Technology, 100-69.
The win, the Knights seventh in
11 outings, was easily their best
offensive production as FTU
topped the century mark for the
first time this season.
"Our kids played well tonight,
especially in the second half,"
said Coach Torchy Clark.
"We showed a little more offense out there tonight than
earlier in the season. But we've
played some tough teams and
have had to play a more controlled type game," Clark continued .

Guard Cal Lingelbach put it a
different way.
"It's been so long since we've
run that I nearly forgot how," he
joked.
If any of the Knights forgot how
a fast break offense operated, it
was difficult to detect as they
raced to a 46-33 halftime bulge.
Scoring leader Bennie ~haw
poured in 21 Of a season high 35
points in the initial stanza.
The Knights "came out
smokin' " again in the second
half and blitzed the hosts from
Melbourne 54-36 behind the board
-work of Bill Corso and Willie
Belotte and the offensive antics of
Shaw,
Lingelbach,
Jerry
Prather, and David Green.
The victory had to be · an
especially swe~t one for Corso.

The 6-5 forward used to play for
FIT and came back to haunt his
old mates with 19 points and nine
rebounds.
Shaw hauled in nine caroms in
addition to grabbing game high
scoring honors, while Bellotte,
who according to Clark ".played a
very unselfish game" had 10
markers and 11 boards. Green
tossed in an even dozen for the
Knights with 10 of them corning
from the charity stripe.
Torn Brown and Bernard
Wigley led the Engineers offensive charge with 17 and 16
points, respectively.
The Knights played Florida
Memorial College on Wednesday
night and will face the Monarchs
of St. Leo in Dade City tomorrow
·
evening.

Prather: FTU Find'
1

By Fred Cay

Possibly the most pleasant
surprise of a thus far stirprisingly
successful FTU basketball
season has been the play of a
spindly, 18 year old freshman
who admittedly "didn't expect to
star" before the season .

Bennie Shaw (22) drives for two of his 35 points in lopsided win over FIT (Photo by J oho Becker)~

Jerry Prather

Bill Corso (20) leaps past one of his former team-mates
for a bucket in Saturday's action at FIT (Photo by John
Becker).

Girl Ca9ers
Still Trying
For Win
No. 1
By Monte Shoemaker

Assistant Coach Bill Wicks said
that although his girls' basketball
team has yet to win a game, they
are improving and "we expect to
•
...r· come on strong toward the end of
the season ."
Wicks said the team has had to
overcome some tough problems
to progress as far as they have.
"None of the girls have ever
played together before and only
two of them have ever .Played any
kind of organized basketball," he
said. The coach also said the·girls
'practiced only twice on a court
before their first game.
Terri Ray, the team's center
leads the team in scoring with a ·
20 ppg. average. Wicks was also
impressed with her rebounding .
Although the team has suffered
setbacks at the hands .of Florida
68-28, Rollins 67-23, and Fla~ler
- · 69-35, Wicks is still optimistic.
"Regardless of whether it looks
like it or not, we have improved.
The way it's set up now, the state
tournament is all that matters,
and we expect to finish very
well."

Not only did Mississippi-bred
Jerry Prather earn a starting
spot but also the respect of 11
opposing teams in - helping the
Knights to a 7-4 record through
Saturday's FIT game. The
remarkably poised first-year
man stood second on the team in

Wrestlers Scare Foes,
Take 3 For Feit Wins
By Joe De Salvo

Word has gotten out that the
FTU wrestling team is for real. It
took only three phone calls for the
2-3 Knights to sky rocket to a 5-3
mark as Florida State, Bradley
and Southern Tech all forfeited to
FTU.

Brevard CC this past Tuesday
night. Gergley felt FSU was
afraid of competing against his
·
team.
The Knig'hts traveled to Tampa
to play the host Spartans in hopes
of gaining win No. 6. The Knights
next home match is on Sunday,
February 2 when they host a
tough Kentucky squad.
The Knights meanwhile suffered a big blow when 167-pound
freshman, Ray Barker, reinjured
his knee forcing h; rn out of action
for the rest of the season. Earlier
this season, 177-pound Dave
Alberts quit the squad· in exchange for the Lord.

Coach Gerald Gergley said that
the most recent forfeit, Southern
Tech scheduled for this afternoon, was due to injuries and
lack of personnel . Last week,
Bradley and the Seminoles bowed
out in a scheduled triple match at
FTU at the last moment. Gergley
pointed out however that the
Seminoles were able to play

scoring ( 14.3) and first in
rebounding (8.4) and according
to Coa<;h Torchy Clark, "has
gotten progressively better every
game."
_ "Jerry has really inproved _-he's playing like a veteran,"
Clark emphasized. "He is a real
find, one of the best we've ever
recruited.''
Clark then reflected on the
Prather known to teammates and
dose friends : "He is just a really
fine human being with a great
attitude. He has that good
combination of humility and
ability ."
When talking with the friendly,
wide-eyed youngster it becom.es
obvious what Clark means.
Prather has an easy-going, affable manner that makes friends
easily. And when discussing oncourt achievements he -is quick to
credit team unity for any succes
the Knights enjoy.
"I like this team," stated the 63 leaper. "Everybody is really
together. Nobody is mad at
anybody and they all have a lot of
determination - they don't give
up. A team can win that way even
if they're not that big.

"Using our heads -- that's the
favorite expression of the team.
Everybody 's been using his
head."
If such is the case, then Prather
must be one of the "headier"
members of the club with a 59
percent field goal average, by far
the team's best. He actually went
through 10 intercollegiate contests before experiencing a sub-50
percent shooting right against
FIT Saturday in FTU's easy 10069 win.
Prathen, All-North State from
. New Albany, Miss. last year
when h e averaged 26 points and
18 rebounds per game, first came
into the FTU cage picture when a
friend of Clark's, <Don Rowe)
who is now coaching baseball in
Aberdeen, Miss., ·spotted the
prepster dominating the lrn;al
high school scene and informed
FTU's coach about the prospect.
After several correspondences,
Prather visited the FTU campus,
liked what he saw, ~nd spurned
the offers of several Mississippi
colleges to come to Florida .

After an early touch of
homesickness, Prather has
become accustomed to the
college life.
"I
heard
it
was
an
academically oriented school and
I believe it now," grinned the
physical education major while
taking a respite from a nightly
load of studies.
Nobody is more pleased than
Clark at Prather's adaptation to
FTU life. "He's a great asset",
said the coach, ''with a realJy
good future. I can't say enough
about him."·
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by Orange Blossom.
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Dixie Beat Hits Northern Markets
Ry Ike Harrison

Most successful groups attract
followers bv a combination of
their musical abflity and the
image they project.
Any band can be categorized by
the type of music they play, the
way they deliver their act and the
region of the country they
represent.
This regional discrepancy is
both a curse and a blessing.
Take for instance the epidemic
of southern rock bands that are
constantly emerging.
Any group that wears cowboy
hats and has a vocalist that can
produce a hearty southern drawl
can attract the fanatical
· followers of the South.
The problem is that these
-somewhat less than sensational
bands are seriously hurting the
true masters of the Dixie beat.
You see, not everyone likes
southern music.

The1:e is one way to seaprate
the cowboys from the cowboy
musicians. That's to make it up
North.
The North is the biggest critic
of southern rock, so when bands
Ii ke Lynyrd Skynyrd and ZZ Top
"make it" in northern tours, you
know their popularity is based on
more than plain southern
hysteria.
Although ZZ Top is a familiar
name that can sell out most
southern arenas, the name
remains an obscurity in the
North.
"Making it up North" has
become somewhat of an obsession with them . "We just think
it's a matter of exposure," explains guitarist Billy Gibbons .
''People got to hear us before we
can hope to sell them our
_ records."
Their manager explains that
their southern success was due to
saturation exposure in Texas and
surrounding areas.

They played so much that
word-of-mouth started carrying
their reputation. That's their plan
for the North.
ZZ Top has its musical roots
planted deep in the Texas blues
tradition .
Their third album "Tres
Hombres" met with above
average success.
The album also contained a hit
single, "La Grange."
"This is our big chance,' '
claims bassist Dusty Hill. "We're
gonna play so well that they'll ·
forget glitter ever happened."
Hill and drummer Frank
"Rube" Beard played in other
Texas bands before ZZ Top was
borri.
The group realizes that
breaking the northern market
won't be easy, but that isn't going
to stop them from trying.
~ynyrd Skynyrd is another
southern band which has recently
invaded the North.

Enrollinent Moratoriulll In Effect
Ef_fective Monday, January 13,
Technological University
will not be permitted to accept
new student applicants for a
period of approximately two
weeks.
F~onda

The moratorium on enrollment
was ordered by th~ University
Board of Regents for all nine
state universities.
C. Barth Engert, FTU Director
of Public Information, explained
that the temporary moratorium
Was imposed to give the Board of
Regents an opportunity to assess
what the financial demands and
n~eds of the university system
will be for the new fiscal year.

Budget cuts ordered by the
governor will trim an additional
three million dollars from the
university system's 1975 budget.
"We have not received any
further instructions concerning
the directive issued before
Christmas
by
President
Millican ," said Engert, in
reference to the three million
dollar budget cut.
"One aspect of the whole
situation is the unanticipated
in-crease in enrollment and
reduced
state
revenue ,"
remarked Engert , agreeing that
the moratorium is very definitely
related to the present economic

situation of the country.
"People have reduced spending thus a reduction in sales tax
revenue, one of the prime sources
nf funds for the stat of Florida."
Despite this novel situation
applicants are still beil]g en~
couraged by the University.
''The only change in any
procedure is that final acceptance letters from the
University are being held
pending approval from the Board
· uf Regents to put them in the
mail. "

m!I

The U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare .
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The band brought with . them
th e honor of being the second
southern band to have their first
two albums go gold. Their first
LP was titled simply "Lynyrd
Skynyrd ," followed up six
months later with " Second
Helping."
The band opens its shows with a
large Confederate flag draping
down to form a background as the
PA blasts a big band version of
"Dixie."
Lynyrd Skynyrd is a mixture of
the three lead guitars of Gary
Rossington, Ed King and Allen
Collins, Billy Powell on
keyboards, Leon Wilkeson on
bass and Bob Burns on drums.
The differences in southern and
nor them feelings is typified as
Lynyrd Skynyrd and Neil Young
openly challenge each other in
their musical dialogue>.
Young stars off by coming
down oo the south in "Southern
Man."
The Jacksonville group came
back with
"Sweet Home
Alabama'':

m'usically - we 're proud that ·
we 're southern, but we've got to
play where we 're weak. We are
tired of all this "southern scene"
crap that follows us in
newspapers ; it 's gotten so a great
band from New York has less of a
chance now than an average
band from the South. That ain 't
good and it ain't fair. "
·
The southern group has done
extremely well in the North .
·Much credit is due to the national ·
success
of
their
single
''Alabama ."
Although the group is fighting a
single image, "Gimme Three
Steps," a cut from their first
album and "Sweet Home
Alabama" have both skyrocketed
on the Top 40 charts, with no
deliberate attempt.
Road manager Russ Emerick
credits their northern success to
what he calls a "Return to
reality" in rock music, "awa•
from the fantasy of the drut.
period. That's universal; it's not
southern."

Well , I've heard Mistuh Young ·
sing about us,
Well I've heard old Neil put it
down,

"I got my job
. through the ·
State Department
of Vocational
Rehabilitation!'

Well, I hope Neil Young will
remember.
A southern man don 't need
him around anyhow!
Some speculate that "Walk
On ," a cut from Young's "On The
Beach" album keeps the volley
going.
Ronnie Van Zant, co-author of
" Sweet Home Alabama" says he
doesn't in tend to pursue a lyrical
battle and considers Neil a
' ' superstar.''
Lynyrd Skynyrd left their
Confederate flag and "Dixie"
album at home as they began
their northern totlr.
"We want to get away fr<;>m the
South," says Van Zant. "Not
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